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Scalable: bidirectional
Unlike most device-management software, Fusion
UDM Premium isn’t just for large companies. Ten
devices? Fine. Ten thousand? No problem. More?
Fusion UDM Premium can handle it with ease.

Discoverability: total
With agentless discovery alongside industry-standard
discovery, Fusion UDM Premium can quickly locate
any and every device on your network.

Management: simplified
Fusion UDM Premium delivers A-grade monitoring of
all networked devices – with incredibly simple remote
deployment of commands, patches and updates.

Mobility: always
With support for iOS, Android and Windows Phone,
Fusion UDM Premium handles mobile devices with
the same grace as it does fixed ones. BYOD support
is an imminent, free upgrade.

Powerful universal
device management
software
Fusion UDM Premium is VXL
Software’s powerful, cost-effective
universal device manager.
While it’s easy to use, it stands
shoulder to shoulder with
mainstream device managers
– and has a few additional features
of its own.

Administration: automated
If it can be automated, it should be. That way you’re
freed up to do more important things.
Gathering information for dashboards, running
event-based actions, automating tasks – let Fusion
UDM Premium get on with those.

Compliance: as standard
Unlike some systems, compliance is a built-in part
of Fusion UDM Premium. Keeping your organisation
within the law, buying only those licences you need
– and keeping audit records – it’s all part of Fusion
UDM Premium.
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Your IT – Unified, simplified, controlled
Your IT estate continues to grow, as does the
collection of tools needed to manage each element
and node. Your business demands increased
operational flexibility, availability and raw processing
power, leading to even more hardware acquisitions
that need to be managed, maintained and supported.
Fusion Premium from VXL has been developed to
provide a centralised management console, replacing
the disparate collection of tools your service delivery
department currently relies on, and simplifying the
job of administering your network and devices.

Fusion Premium – Management
Made Simple
Fusion Premium is built on Fusion Professional and
is a complete discovery and management toolkit,
allowing you to index and administer every device
quickly and easily. Granular reporting allows you
to monitor and audit every network asset, a select
group, or specific machines of interest - as few or as
many as your unique business structure requires.
Discovery tools allow you to catalogue and manage
every device, fixed or mobile, regardless of location.
Fusion Premium gives a comprehensive overview
of network assets, detailing software patch, license
and general operational health data. Enterprise
dashboards further simplify administration offering
one-click access to remote control tools, direct from
the web browser interface.

resources and allowing you to create more accurate
IT budgets.
Additional tools then allow your team to closely
monitor software and anti-virus patch levels, and
deploy updates to improve network security and
resilience.

Increased automation
Helping to reduce the administrative workload of the
IT team, Fusion Premium automates many low-level
operations, allowing engineers to focus on other
duties. Built in scheduling tools allow for automated
creation of tasks and profiles on remote devices,
simplifying deployment of drive mappings and
printer settings for instance. You can even execute
PowerShell, VBS and shell scripts remotely to further
automate common jobs.
Fusion Premium also assists with unattended
management activities, using event based actions to
deploy updates, allocate licenses or execute scripts
for advanced reconfiguration. Using automated
actions, IT compliance becomes easier to attain
and maintain, improving overall network health and
conformity.

Granular Control As Standard
The simple-to-use Fusion Premium interface
masks a number of powerful administration tools.
The hierarchical group architecture approach of
Fusion simplifies the creation and administration of
permissions, configurations and more – regardless
of the type of client device in use. Thin clients, PCs,
laptops, kiosks, tablets and smartphones are all
instantly visible and configurable through the single
unified interface of Fusion Premium.
Fusion Premium supports a wide range of operating
systems, from Windows XP to Windows Embedded
together with Linux distributions. Combined with
management tools for Apple, Android and Windows
Phone* iOS* , Fusion Premium offers a complete
management toolkit for every network node.
Built-in software metering allows you to deploy
and manage licenses, ensuring full use of existing

Many sites, one interface
Fusion Premium scales seamlessly with the multitenancy add-on, allowing IT service providers and
system integrators to manage multi-company IT
resources affordably and effectively. All assets,
regardless of location, are available for management
and reporting through the same interface,
centralising and simplifying IT management for
outsourced and in-house teams alike.
By replacing multiple support tools with a single,
common interface, engineers and support providers
can concentrate on delivering a world-class service to
their end users.
*Product function that is part of a phased release
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Enterprise scalability – device management that grows as you do
Fusion Premium provides enterprise-class device management for businesses of all sizes. From ten to ten
thousand devices, the fully scalable hierarchical framework allows you to offer the same outstanding level of
service to all your users.

Complete network visibility
Agentless discovery and cataloguing tools capture details of every network-attached device giving you a granular
insight into software, licensing and patch levels. Enterprise dashboards and a multi-device VNC Wall add real-time
monitoring and control functionality for improved management and support of individual devices.

Simplifying remote device management
Fusion Premium provides A-Grade monitoring for all devices connected to your LAN or WAN. Execute remote
commands that tailor your systems within seconds, or deploy new patches and updates with a click.

Full mobile management
Align your BYOD and mobile operations with business strategy using Fusion Premium to provide support,
management and administration for devices running iOS*, Android and Windows Phone*.

Automating administration
From collecting and displaying network information on the enterprise dashboards to building event-based
actions, Fusion Premium is designed to simplify and automate tasks, freeing your team to focus on other
important tasks.

Compliance as standard
Monitor and deploy application patches and antivirus updates to every networked asset using Fusion Premium,
and enjoy the benefits of built-in compliance management and reporting. Your system is not only kept up-to-date,
but you have records to prove it.

Maximising software resources
Use Fusion Premium to dynamically allocate software and licensing, ensuring that resources are used intelligently
and your business never has a costly shortfall or surplus of either. IT budgeting also becomes much easier to
define and comply with.
* Product function that is part of a phased release
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About VXL Software
VXL Software is a global company, with offices in Asia,
Europe and the USA. VXL Software is a division of VXL
Instruments. Established in 1976, VXL is a global leading
manufacturer of thin-, zero- and cloud-client devices. VXL
Software has locations in the USA, UK, France, Germany,
the United Arab Emirates, India and Singapore. VXL
Software’s Americas Group is headquartered in Houston,
Texas. The European headquarters is in Manchester.
VXL Software’s development team, and the Asia Pacific
headquarters, are based in Bangalore, India.
Web: www.vxlsoftware.com
E-mail: sales@vxlsoftware.com
Americas
403 Corporate Woods Drive, Magnolia, TX 77354, USA
Tel: +1 877 242 7801
Europe
Carrington Business Park, Manchester Road,
Manchester. M31 4DD, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 161 775 4755
United Arab Emirates
1610, Tiffany Tower, Cluster ‘W’, Jumeirah Lake Towers,
Dubai, UAE
PO Box : 337111
Tel: +971 4 4508361
India
4th Floor, Kimatrai Building, 77/79, Maharshi Karve Marg,
Marine Lines(E), Mumbai - 400002, India
Tel: +91 (0) 22 42203100
Asia Pacific
167, Jalan Bukit Merah, # 06-12(SR-25) The Connection II,
Singapore -150167
Tel: +65 6278 8180

All trademark logos, including Microsoft Windows, Windows Embedded, Windows Phone, Linux, Android, Apple OS X
and iOS are acknowledged – and remain the property of their respective owners in the US and/or other countries.
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